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ModMyToys Regular
Series - 8 pin PCI-E - Blood

Red

$17.50
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Short Description

Cable wiring going haywire in your rig?  Need a clean, fresh look without breaking the bank?  Don't want to
sleeve your PSU, or don't know how?  Well, we have the solution! -- Presenting custom assembled Allure cables
in a variety of colors using the Allure Pro-Combs from ModMyToys!  ATX cables or PCI-E cables available in a
variety of lengths as well.  Time to get that rats' nest of cables trained and in articulate order, so you can get
back to sweetening up that awesome looking rig.

Description

Cable wiring going haywire in your rig?  Need a clean, fresh look without breaking the bank?  Don't want to
sleeve your PSU, or don't know how?  Well, we have the solution! -- Presenting custom assembled Allure cables
in a variety of colors using the Allure Pro-Combs from ModMyToys!  ATX cables or PCI-E cables available in a
variety of lengths as well.  Time to get that rats' nest of cables trained and in articulate order, so you can get
back to sweetening up that awesome looking rig.

*Note: The Pro-Combs are designed with pros in mind -- it does require assembly as the combs are closed-
walled.  They are tailor-made and exclusively designed for use with ModMyToys brand Allure pre-pinned and
sleeved cables.  Use with any other cables or brands are not officially supported; if you break them we cannot
be held responsible.*

Additional Information

Brand ModMyToys

SKU MMT-PC-8-BR

Weight 1.0000

Color Red

Cable Type 8Pin PCI-E Extension
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